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SITE MAP & KEY TO VENUES

CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME LETTER
‘The best year yet!’ was how someone described 2018 on a feedback
form.

Just one of the many positive comments received which, while

wonderful to read, brought home the fact that the task for 2019 is to
equal or even exceed the standard of last year. The committee have
worked extra hard, putting together a fantastic programme that offers a
bigger choice of courses and workshops than ever.

Our speakers, Paul

Dodgson, Hope Adams, John Townsend and Antonia Symeonidou, cover
a range of genres and for the third year running Simon Hall hosts a chat
show with guests Sophie Hannah, Amit Dhand and Alison Chisholm.
Again, there are plenty of opportunities for you to participate. Why not
share your work at one of our open mic events; try acting in Page to
Stage, sing a song at Buskers’, or take part in the quizzes, the fancy
dress, meditation or even yoga!

We’ve also a new event on the first

evening - Birds of a Feather – offering an informal opportunity to meet
other writers who share interests in the same genre - a great way to
make new friends.
In 2006 when I first attended Swanwick, I never envisaged that 14 years
later, I’d be privileged enough to lead the school into its 71st year. Many
of you have come for far longer than 14 years while for others this will
be their first time. But it doesn’t matter whether you’ve been before or
not. Swanwick is built on providing a meeting place for writers to give
and receive help and encouragement with a warm welcome for all. As
another of last year’s feedback forms said: ‘It’s a lovely environment to
spend a life-enhancing week.’
I look forward to seeing you there.

YOUR 6-DAY PROGRAMME GUIDE

Phil Collins
Chairman
4
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For SITE PLAN & MAP see page 4

AT A GLANCE TIMETABLE pages 28-29

18:30-19:45

SATURDAY

DINNER
Served buffet style in the Dining Rooms

FROM 15:30

See page 22

WELCOME TO SWANWICK
Please go to the Reception Area in your chosen accommodation

20:00

block to register and collect your room key and your

EVENING GUEST SPEAKER

identification badge. Please wear your badge at all times.

Paul Dodgson - see page 49

16:30-17:00

MCH

21:30-22:30

AFTERNOON TEA

ICE BREAKER

After you have dropped your bags in your room, join us for the

Jonah-Man Jazz, by Michael Hurd, is a fun rhyming re-

traditional Swanwick welcome with Afternoon Tea served in the

telling of the story Jonah and the Whale. The focus will be

terrace overlooking the lawn in the Main House.

on choral speaking and having fun with words, beats and
rhythms. An all inclusive activity and an opportunity to

17:15-17:45

work with others collaboratively. Hosted by Julia Pattison.

CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME
Main Conference Hall

MCH

A warm welcome to everyone for the week ahead!

See page 51
21:30-22:30
BIRDS OF A FEATHER

18:00-18:30
FIRST YEAR (WHITE BADGE) TOUR & RECEPTION
If this is your first time at Swanwick, you are invited to a quick
tour of the Conference Centre followed by an informal chat and a
complimentary glass of wine with the Committee & Course
Tutors in the Main Lounge, before we go into dinner.
17:30-00:00

MCH

BAR OPEN

ML

An informal opportunity to meet other writers and wouldbe writers who share your genre interests.
Hosted by Cathy Grimmer and Lance Greenfield Mitchell.
See page 51
23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR
00:00 BED! Busy week ahead ☺

6
14

7
14

SUNDAY
08:00 MORNING MEDITATION / LIFT UP YOUR PENS
See page 56
08:00–09:00

12:20-12:50

BOOK ROOM OPEN

12:30–13:45

LUNCH

14:15-15:15

BREAKFAST

SHORT COURSES PART 2 of 2

09:30-10:30
SPECIALIST COURSES PART 1 of 4 see pages 26 - 32

15:30-15:45

FACEBOOK & TWITTER RECEPTION

15:20-15:50

AFTERNOON TEA

ML

How to Write Your First Novel - Della Galton

MCH

Succeed Happier on Purpose – John Lamont

DS

Character Psychology – Steve Hartley

BLY1

WORKSHOPS see page 43

Crime Plotting – Bettina Von Cossel

BLY2

Page to Stage Briefing

MCH

Genius Poetry – Alison Chisholm

TR

Writing for Competitions

BLY1

Scriptwriting – Bridget Holding

DER

16:00-17:00

17:15-18:00
10:30-11:00

BOOK ROOM OPEN

10:40-11:10

MORNING COFFEE

BR

11:15-12:15
SHORT COURSES PART 1 of 2 see pages 32 - 34

UNWIND YOUR MIND - see page 56
17:30-00:00

BAR OPEN

18:00-18:30

BOOK ROOM OPEN

18:30–19:45

DINNER

Writing for Radio – Paul Dodgson

MCH

A Taste of Teaching – Simon Hall

BLY1

20:00 EVENING GUEST SPEAKER

Promoting Your Work – Val Penny

BLY2

Hope Adams - see page 49

Acting for Writers Part I – Jonathan Higgs

DS

Writing Picture Books – Lynne Hallett

TR

12:15-14:00

BAR OPEN

12:20

SUNDAY WORSHIP
A non-denominational service – all welcome
8

C

C

BR

MCH

21:30-22:30
LITERARY QUIZ – see page 52

BLY1

POETRY OPEN MIC – see page 52

MCH

23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR

9

MONDAY
08:00 MORNING MEDITATION / LIFT UP YOUR PENS / HEARTS
See page 56
08:00–09:00

12:20-12:50

BOOK ROOM OPEN

12:30–13:45

LUNCH

BR

14:15-15:15

BREAKFAST

SHORT COURSES PART 2 of 2

09:30-10:30

15:20-15:50

AFTERNOON TEA

SPECIALIST COURSES PART 2 of 4
16:00-17:00

How to Write Your First Novel - Della Galton

MCH

Succeed Happier on Purpose – John Lamont

DS

WORKSHOPS see page 44

Character Psychology – Steve Hartley

BLY1

Photography for Writers

BLY1

Crime Plotting – Bettina Von Cossel

BLY2

Getting Your Readers in a Twist

BLY2

Genius Poetry – Alison Chisholm

TR

Scriptwriting – Bridget Holding

DER

10:30-11:00

BOOK ROOM OPEN

10:40-11:10

MORNING COFFEE

BR

11:15-12:15
SHORT COURSES PART 1 of 2 see pages 34 - 37

UNWIND YOUR MIND

17:30-00:00

BAR OPEN

18:00-18:30

BOOK ROOM OPEN

18:30–19:45

DINNER

From 18:30:

THEMED EVENING

MCH

Crime Fiction – Amit Dhand

DS

Writing for Wellbeing – Leonie Martin

BLY1

Fairytales, Myth & Legend – Elizabeth Hopkinson

BLY2

Writing with Gender Awareness – Pauline Mason

TR

20:00 IN CONVERSATION WITH...

COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS

21:30 PROSE OPEN MIC

MCH

MCH

See page 53
VIN

23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR

Nominations for the Committee MUST be handed in to the School Conference
Office before 14:00 tomorrow! See pages 58-62
10

BR

Our very own Chat Show - see page 50

22:00 DISCO - see page 53

BAR OPEN

C

Flower Power (Yeah, Man...) - see page 52

Dream Author – Sophie Hannah

12:15-14:00

17:15-18:00

11

TUESDAY

12:30–13:45

08:00 MORNING MEDITATION / LIFT UP YOUR PENS / HEARTS

14:15-15:15

08:00–09:00

LUNCH

PAGE TO STAGE – see page 55

BREAKFAST

MCH

FREE TIME

09:30-17:00

15:20-15:50

JUST WRITE! - see page 55
09:30-10:30

AFTERNOON TEA

16:00-17:00

ONE HOUR SESSIONS see pages 45 & 46

PAGE TO STAGE Cont/d...

MCH
VIN

The Four Ps of Storytelling – Steve Hartley

MCH

TEA DANCE – see page 55

Social Media for Writers – Jennifer C. Wilson

BLY1

FREE TIME

Self Publishing – Gerald Hornsby & Anita Belli

BLY2

Inspired Writing – Daniela Norris

TR

17:30-00:00

BAR OPEN

Writing Fillers – Maggie Cobbett

DER

18:00-18:30

BOOK ROOM OPEN

18:30-19:45

DINNER

10:30-11:00

BOOK ROOM OPEN

10:40-11:10

MORNING COFFEE

BR

20:00 EVENING GUEST SPEAKER

BR

MCH

John Townsend - see page 50

11:15-12:15
ONE HOUR SESSIONS see pages 46 & 47

21:30-22:45

ALCS - Colette Scourse & De'Anne Jean-Jacques

MCH

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ - see page 53

BLY1

Independent Publishing – Kate McCormick

BLY1

BUSKERS’ NIGHT – page 53

MCH

The Natural Storyteller – Bridget Holding

BLY2

Creating an Audio Book – Toni Bunnell

TR

NaNoWriMo – Vikki Thompson & Gerald Hornsby

DER

12:15-14:00

BAR OPEN

12:20-12:50

BOOK ROOM OPEN

12

23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR

13

WEDNESDAY
08:00 MORNING MEDITATION / LIFT UP YOUR PENS / HEARTS
08:00–09:00

BOOK ROOM OPEN

12:30–13:45

LUNCH

14:15-15:15
SHORT COURSES PART 2 of 2

BREAKFAST

15:20-15:50

09:30-10:30
SPECIALIST COURSES PART 3 of 4
How to Write Your First Novel - Della Galton

MCH

Succeed Happier on Purpose – John Lamont

DS

Character Psychology – Steve Hartley

BLY1

Crime Plotting – Bettina Von Cossel

BLY2

Genius Poetry – Alison Chisholm

TR

Scriptwriting – Bridget Holding

DER

10:30-11:00

BOOK ROOM OPEN

10:40-11:10

MORNING COFFEE

BR

11:15-12:15

AFTERNOON TEA

16:00-17:00
WORKSHOPS see page 48
Prize Winning Readings

MCH

Yoga for Writers

BLY1

17:15-18:00

UNWIND YOUR MIND

17:30-00:00

BAR OPEN

18:00-18:30

BOOK ROOM OPEN

18:30–19:45

DINNER

20:00 EVENING GUEST SPEAKER

SHORT COURSES PART 1 of 2 see pages 37 - 40
MCH

Writing Sex – Fran Tracey

BLY1

Blogging for Authors – William Gallagher

BLY2

How to Write Haiku – David Bingham

TR

Time – Friend or Foe? – Christine Williams

DER

21:30 PAGE to STAGE PERFORMANCES
See page 54
23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR

BAR OPEN

14

C

BR

MCH

Dr Antonia Symeonidou – see page 50

Publishing Demystified – Teika Bellamy

12:15-14:00

12:20-12:50

15

MCH

THURSDAY
08:00 - 09:00 BREAKFAST

12:15-14:00

BAR OPEN

12:30–13:45

LUNCH

14:15-15:15

08:00 MORNING MEDITATION / LIFT UP YOUR PENS / HEARTS
See page 56
09:30-10:30
SPECIALIST COURSES PART 4 of 4
How to Write Your First Novel - Della Galton

MCH

Succeed Happier on Purpose – John Lamont

DS

Character Psychology – Steve Hartley

BLY1

Crime Plotting – Bettina Von Cossel

BLY2

Genius Poetry – Alison Chisholm

TR

Scriptwriting – Bridget Holding

DER

SHORT COURSES PART 2 of 2
15:20-15:50

AFTERNOON TEA

16:00-17:00

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

17:30-00:00

BAR OPEN

18:00-18:30

DREGS PARTY - see page 54
Posh Frocks & Clean Socks (optional)

18:30–19:45

DINNER

20:00 SWANWICK FAREWELL
10:30-11:00

AUTHORS TO COLLECT BOOKS

10:40-11:10

MORNING COFFEE

BR

MCH

MCH

AWARDS EVENING & PRIZE DRAWS
21:30 LAST NIGHT

11:15-12:15

Make the most of the last night to share a few drinks with old &

SHORT COURSES PART 1 of 2 see pages 41 - 43

new Swanwick friends – there’s a rumour that there might even

Short Story Writing – Ingrid Jendrzejewski

MCH

Acting for Writers – Part II - Jonathan Higgs

DS

Setting & Sense of Place – Lizzie Enfield

BLY1

22:00 LAST NIGHT DISCO

Non Fiction Books – Tarja Moles

BLY2

23:50 LAST ORDERS AT THE BAR

Songspiration – Maria Hennings Hunt

TR

Professional Development – Gillian Gustar

DER

16

be a bit of a sing-song.
VIN
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HOW TO FIND US

FRIDAY

THE WRITERS’ SUMMER SCHOOL
07:45 – 08:45 EARLY BREAKFAST

The Hayes Conference Centre
Hayes Lane

09.00 ON THE BUSES!
If you’re travelling on the bus, please ensure that you are ready
outside the MAIN HOUSE reception by this time. If you’re not
travelling by bus – come down and wave off your new Swanwick
friends!
09:15 BUSES DEPART FOR DERBY STATION
Please note that the buses WILL depart on time! Many delegates
have ongoing train connections. PLEASE don’t be late.

SWANWICK
Derbyshire
DE55 1AU
01773 526 000
By ROAD
The Hayes Conference Centre is only five miles off JUNCTION 28 off the
M1. Exit the motorway taking the A38 towards Derby.

at the exit marked A615/A61 Matlock & Chesterfield. Take the B6179
towards Swanwick and Ripley.

10:00 CHECK OUT TIME
Check that you have not left any valuables in your room.
Please leave your ROOM KEY in the reception area of your
accommodation block – or at the front desk in the Main House.

Leave the A38

At the traffic lights/crossroads by the

church turn LEFT – there is a sign saying CONFERENCE CENTRE. After
approx 500 yards, turn RIGHT into Hayes Lane. The conference centre is
straight ahead. There is ample free parking available.

Don’t forget to leave your FEEDBACK FORMS in the box at main

By RAIL

reception if you’ve not already done so.

ALFRETON station on the Sheffield/Nottingham line is three miles away.

HAVE A SAFE JOURNEY HOME & SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!

Taxis are available. We have a COACH PICK UP SERVICE from DERBY
station at 15:45 on Saturday with a return at 09:15 on Friday morning
You must pre book & pay in order to board the coach.
By BUS
From DERBY take a 9.1 or 9.2 or 9.3 to MANSFIELD and ask to be let off

AUGUST 8th – 14th 2020
Priority bookings open on 1st January 2020

18

at THE GATE INN, Swanwick.

The conference centre is a five minute

walk from there.

20
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By AIR

FREE WI-FI

East Midlands International:

01332 852 852

There is FREE Wi-Fi available throughout the conference centre including

Birmingham International:

0871 222 0072

all the bedrooms. Sign in using your email address to access the Wi-Fi.

Manchester International:

0161 489 3000

SMOKING

By BOAT

The Hayes has a STRICT NO SMOKING POLICY. This includes the bar,

Not recommended.

the conference halls, all meeting rooms, the accommodation blocks and

PLEASE DO NOT ARRIVE BEFORE 15:30!
The Summer School officially starts with Afternoon Tea on the lawn weather permitting - on Saturday.

all the bedrooms. There are designated smoking areas located outside
for those that wish to smoke.
Please note that this policy includes E-cigarettes.
VALUABLES

ACCOMMODATION INFORMATION

Valuables are left in your room at your own risk. The Summer School

On arrival, please go to the RECEPTION AREA in your chosen

and The Hayes are not liable for any losses.

ACCOMMODATION BLOCK. See SITE MAP (page 4). You will be given

CASH MACHINES

your room number, your identification badge, keys to your room and an

There are no cash machines available at The Hayes. The nearest cash

information pack.

machines are located in the village. The bar takes credit/debit cards for

Please wear your badge at all times.

transactions over £5. If you urgently require cash, we now offer a

ROOM FACILITIES

cheque/BACS ‘cash-back’ facility through the school conference office.

All rooms offer complimentary tea & coffee making facilities, a hairdryer,

HAYES MAIN RECEPTION/ADMINISTRATION OFFICE

soap and towels. There is also a daily maid service. If you run out of

If you have any issues regarding the facilities at The Hayes - rooms/food

anything or would like extra bedding or pillows etc., please see a

etc., - these should be reported directly to The Hayes staff at the Main

member of The Hayes housekeeping staff.

Reception or call the Admin Office on 01773 526 000 – option 3.

To activate the electricity in your room, place your key fob in the wall

HAYES GIFT SHOP The Hayes has a small gift shop that is open during

pocket. Please keep your keys safe!

break times.

BAGGAGE HANDLING Unfortunately, we are unable to provide a

EMERGENCY CONTACT NUMBERS

baggage handling service, but assistance can be arranged for disabled

The School’s Conference Office:

07434 302 715

delegates.

The Hayes Administration Office:

01773 526 000 – option 3

20
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MEALS & SNACKS & DRINKS
All meals are served buffet style.
BREAKFAST
08:00–09:00

Served in the DINING ROOMS

Served in the BAR/LOUNGE area

LUNCH
12:30 – 13:45

Served in the DINING ROOMS

Served in the BAR/LOUNGE area

THE BAR/CORKAGE
we pay a corkage fee to cover this. However, the bar is reasonably
priced and we encourage you to purchase at least some of your alcohol
from the bar.

SCHOOL CONFERENCE OFFICE
The Summer School Conference office is located in one of the meeting

DINNER
18:30 – 19:45

CHAIRMAN’S TABLE). You may sit wherever you like!

SCHOOL INFORMATION

AFTERNOON TEA
15:20 – 15:50

no ‘pre-arranged’ seating in the dining rooms (with the exception of the

The Hayes is happy to allow delegates to bring their own alcohol, and

MORNING COFFEE
10:40 - 11:10

get to meet other new Swanwickers too. Apart from the above, there is

Served in the DINING ROOMS

rooms just off the Main Lounge. Please note the opening times on the

BAR OPENING HOURS

door. If you have any problems or need assistance, please come and

Lunch:

12:15 – 14:00

see us during opening times. When the office is closed, please contact

Evening:

17:30 – 00:00 - last orders are at 23:50

a Committee member or one of our Ambassadors.

SPECIAL DIETS

PHOTOGRAPHS

The Hayes are informed of any special diets in advance and provide a

Photos will be taken during the week and used for publicity purposes.

variety or Vegetarian, Gluten Free and Dairy Free meals as standard.

More details, including ‘opt out’, can be found in the information room.

Particular dietary requirements may be discussed prior to your visit with

DRESS CODE

the school secretary. There is ample food plus plenty of fresh fruit

Swanwick is proud of its relaxed and friendly atmosphere and there is

available, as well as hot/cold water. You won’t go hungry!

no ‘formal’ dress code. Please wear whatever you feel comfortable in.

DINING ROOM & SEATING ARRANGEMENTS

Some of our delegates like to ‘dress for dinner’, but this is not

On SATURDAY evening there will be tables specially reserved for WHITE

compulsory.

BADGERS (first timers) each hosted by a Swanwick AMBASSADOR, eager

The last night’s DREGS PARTY (see page 54) is often used as an excuse

to answer any questions you may have about the week ahead. Please

to don a posh frock and fresh socks - but this is entirely optional.

join us on one of these tables and take the opportunity to ask away and
22
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CONDUCT

CONFERENCE ROOMS - see the SITE MAP on page 4

The Summer School expects all delegates, visitors and tutors to treat

Main Conference Hall

MCH

each other and staff at The Hayes with respect, courtesy and

Butterley Hall 1

BLY1

consideration. The School is committed to a culture which promotes

Butterley Hall 2

BLY2

equality, values diversity and provides a learning and social environment

Derbyshire Suite

DS

in which the rights and dignity of all are respected. Full details are on

Tissington Room

TR

display in the information room or on the website.

Derwent Room

DR

Main Lounge

ML

Book Room

BR

Chapel

C

Buxton Lounge

BX

BOOK ROOM
Open Sunday/Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday. Opening times are shown
in the DAILY PROGRAMME GUIDE. Only delegates are allowed to sell
their books. Please come along to browse & buy. Credit/debit cards
accepted.

NOTES & COURSE HANDOUTS

BOOK ROOM – NOTES FOR AUTHORS

Any handouts and notes given out from courses taught during the week

The Book Room will be open from 15:30 – 18:00 on SATURDAY

will be available to download from the website the week following the

afternoon for registration of books for sale. Please ensure that each

Summer School. To access downloads from this year's courses and

book has a detailed card inside and your list is ready before you take

workshops visit: www.swanwickwritersschool.org.uk/downloads and enter

your books to the Book Room. Payment is by BACS or cheque. Please

the password - which will be announced at Swanwick.

make sure we have your bank details for BACS payments. If you prefer

COMPUTERS/LAPTOPS

to be paid by cheque, please provide an SAE. On THURSDAY morning

We suggest that you bring an extension lead for your laptop for use in

the book room is open from 10:30 – 11:00 for authors to collect any

your room and if you need to charge your laptop during sessions. There

unsold books.

will be a printer in the Main House Reception for the exclusive use of

INFORMATION ROOM

delegates. There is a small charge to use this printing facility.

If you want to know more about any of the courses, tutors, sessions etc.,

RAFFLE

please visit the Information Room located next to the Book Room where

Every year we hold a raffle in aid of the school. The winning ticket

you will find leaflets, brochures and magazines with information and

holder gets a FREE PLACE at the following year’s Summer School.

material of interest. Everything is free. Please help yourself.

Runners up get a £100 Swanwick Gift Voucher and a £50 gift voucher,
respectively. Raffle tickets are on sale all week and are only £1 each.

24
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COURSES & WORKSHOPS PROGRAMME

Humans are smart. We’ve been to the moon (and got back again), cured

More information on any of these courses/workshops & their tutors can

diseases, composed symphonies, penned masterpieces, learned not to

be found in the INFORMATION ROOM or by visiting our website.

cook sausages naked...the list goes on. Intelligence, education,
experience and an opposable thumb have all got something to do with

SPECIALIST COURSES (4 PARTS)

09:30 – 10:30

it, but the biggest influence on our success is always our mind – and

Our Specialist Courses form the backbone of the learning programme.

how we use it. This four part course will:

There are SIX to choose from. SPECIALIST COURSES are every morning,

Look at the incredible ways our brain and mind work.

except Tuesday. Choices this year are:

Understand how we can create our reality and influence our future.

HOW TO WRITE YOUR FIRST NOVEL

MCH

Learn highly effective tools that help us...

Course Tutor: DELLA GALTON

Work with purpose

This is an interactive, workshop-based course suitable for new or more

Create a highly positive mindset

experienced novelists. Whether you are a plotter or a pantster, a writer

Achieve your life and writing goals

of crime or romcoms, there is something in it for you.

Get more out of life and writing

This course will cover the following:

Be the best version of you that you can be - and be happier on the way.

Do you have a big enough storyline?

SHoP-ing is good for YOU!

Plotter or pantster?

CHARACTER PSYCHOLOGY

What should be on a first page?

BLY1

Course Tutor: STEVE HARTLEY

How do you create irresistible characters and settings?

Put simply, a plot involves characters having a problem, making

Dialogue.

decisions, acting on them (or not) and then suffering the consequences.

Keeping track of your novel.

In this course, Steve will look at the psychology behind this process.

Writing a synopsis.

He’ll take some common psychological models and show how they can

Writing a covering letter for your submission.

be used as a structure for character development in a story. It’s only

Agent or publisher?

when you get under the skin of your characters and understand what

SUCCEED HAPPIER on PURPOSE

DS

really makes them tick will they step off the page and become real.

Course Tutor: JOHN LAMONT

This course will look at the following:

SHoP is all about succeeding in life and writing - and feeling better in

First, we’ll look at how we make decisions:

the process.

The part that prejudice and perception play in how we view a problem.
26
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-

TIME
08:00
08:00-09:00

SATURDAY

MORNING

09:30-10:30

SUNDAY

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
LIFT UP YOUR HEARTS [C] / LIFT UP YOUR PENS [TR] / MEDITATION by the LAKE
BREAKFAST

SPECIALIST COURSES (1 & 2)

ONE HOUR SESSIONS

SPECIALIST COURSES (3 & 4)

How to Write Your First Novel [MCH]
Succeed on Purpose [DS]
Character Psychology [BLY1]
Crime Plotting [BLY2]
Genius Poetry [TR]
Scriptwriting [DER]

Four Ps of Storytelling [MCH]
Social Media for Writers [BLY1]
Self-Publishing [BLY2]
Inspired Writing [TR]
Writing Fillers [DER]
Just Write [BX]

How to Write Your First Novel [MCH]
Succeed on Purpose [DS]
Character Psychology [BLY1]
Crime Plotting [BLY2]
Genius Poetry [TR]
Scriptwriting [DER]

10:30-11:00
10:40-11:10

BOOK ROOM OPEN
MORNING COFFEE

11:15-12:15

SHORT COURSES (1 of 2)

SHORT COURSES (1 of 2)

Writing for Radio [MCH]
A Taste of Teaching [BLY1]
Promoting Your Work [BLY2]
Acting for Writers P1 [DS]
Writing Picture Books [TR]

Dream Author [MCH]
Crime Fiction [DS]
Writing for Well Being [BLY1]
Fairy Tales [BLY2]
Gender Awareness [TR]

AFTERNOON

12:15-14:00
12:20-12:50
12:30-13:45

15:20-15:50

FROM 15:30
WELCOME TO
SWANWICK

16:00-17:00

FROM 16:30
AFTERNOON TEA

EVENING

SHORT COURSES (1 of 2)
Publishing Demystified [MCH]
Writing Sex [BLY1]
Blogging for Authors [BLY2]
How to Write Haiku [TR]
Time – Friend or Foe? [DER]

SHORT COURSES (1 of 2)
Short Story Writing [MCH]
Acting for Writers P2 [DS]
Setting/Sense of Place [BLY1]
Non-Fiction Books [BLY2]
Songspiration [TR]
Prof Development [DER]

0

CHAIRMAN’S
WELCOME [MCH]

SHORT COURSES (2 of 2)
As 11:15 - 12:15

AFTERNOON TEA
ONE HOUR SESSIONS
Page to Stage Briefing [MCH]
Writing for Competitions [BLY1]

Unwind Your Mind [C]

ONE HOUR SESSIONS
Photography for Writers
[BLY1]

Getting Readers In a Twist

Tea Dance
[VIN]

ONE HOUR SESSIONS
Prize Winning Readings

A.G.M.

Page to Stage...cont/d

[MCH]

[MCH]

[BLY2]

[MCH]

Yoga for Writers [BLY1]

Unwind Your Mind [C]

Free Time

Unwind Your Mind [C]

Free Time

BAR OPEN
First Year Tour &
Reception [ML]

Dregs Party

BOOK ROOM OPEN

18:30-19:45
20:00

ALCS [MCH]
Independent Publishing [BLY1]
The Natural Storyteller[ BLY2]
Creating an Audio Book [TR]
NaNoWriMo [DER]
Just Write [BX]

14:15-15:15 / 16:00–17:00
Page to Stage [MCH]
Just Write [BX]

SHORT COURSES (2 of 2)
As 11:15 - 12:15

17:30-00:00
18:00-18:30

ONE HOUR SESSIONS

BAR OPEN
BOOK ROOM OPEN
LUNCH

14:15-15:15

17:15-18:00

THURSDAY

[Lawn/TR]

DINNER

[ALL MCH]

Paul Dodgson

Hope Adams

21:30-22:30

Icebreaker
[MCH]

Literary Quiz
[BLY1]
Poetry Open Mic
[MCH]

Birds of a Feather
[ML]
MCH = Main Conference Hall

*Fancy Dress
Evening*
In Conversation
With...
Prose Open Mic
[MCH]
Disco
From 22:00-00:00

John Townsend

Dr Antonia
Symeonidou

Swanwick Farewell
Prize Draws
& Awards

Gen Knowledge Quiz
[BLY1]
Buskers’ Night
[MCH]

Page to Stage
Performances
[MCH]

Last Night Disco
From 22:00-00:00

[VIN]

[VIN]

BLY = Butterley Hall (1 & 2) DS = Derbyshire Suite DER = Derwent Room

C = Chapel

ML = Main Lounge

TR = Tissington Room

VIN = Vinery

BX = Buxton Lounge

The hierarchy of needs and the relative importance of conscious and

GENIUS POETRY

sub-conscious motivators.

Course Tutor: ALISON CHISHOLM

How beliefs, values and attitudes are formed and the effect they have on

2019 is the 500th anniversary of the death of Leonardo da Vinci, and

decision-making and actions.

the four sessions of this course would be linked by threads of his life.

Then we’ll move on to look at how we interact with others:

We will cover:

The psychology of peer-pressure and how it plays on our values and

It was 500 years ago today … a look at five of the poetry forms in use

behaviour.

in da Vinci's day, and how well they have stood the test of time.

How we see ourselves compared to how others see us, and the part that

Consideration of the Italian envelope stanza, rondeau, pantoum, triolet

secrets, disclosure, and self-discovery play in developing self-awareness,

and tanka, their metre, syllable count and rhyme scheme.

and conflict.

Vitruvian man – da Vinci's double image of the figure demonstrating

CRIME PLOTTING

BLY2

Course Tutor: BETTINA VON COSSEL
You see it all in front of your inner eye: the body; the murder weapon;
the suspects… but have you got the plotting skills to write the book?
This workshop will introduce helpful methods for crime plotting and
bringing the story forward without losing the plot. Although the
examples are crime related – all set at the victim’s country house – many
of these methods can be applied to other genres.
Participants will:

TR

the proportions of the human body will be paralleled by a discussion
of the proportions within a poem, the balance of content and length,
the shape of the line and stanza, and the physical presence on the page.
Mona Lisa – creating portraits in poetry, using characterisation skills to
bring people to life and animate both narrative poems and dramatic
monologues.
New inventions – producing new poetry forms, using as a basis da
Vinci's inventions The Mirror Room for a mirrored form and The SelfSupporting Bridge for a form that arcs between two ideas.

Explore the difference between Thriller, Whodunit and Howtocatchem

SCRIPTWRITING

Make a Character Grid

Course Tutor: BRIDGET HOLDING

Discover the challenges of the Time Line

Words that demand to be heard out loud. Over the four sessions of

Follow the Red Thread

this course you will explore the principles and differences in writing for

Use Hooks and Clues

stage, screen and radio. There will be exercises to help you discover

Explore the three dimensions of Murder Methods

what happens as words make the transition from page to stage, screen

Learn a fool-proof method to keep the Action flowing

and airwaves.

DER

This course will cover:
30
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Dramatic monologues: An actor speaking directly to an audience can be

A TASTE OF TEACHING

immensely powerful. What works best and why?

Tutor: Simon Hall

Dialogue based theatre plays: How do you say what the audience needs

Interested in enhancing your writing income, learning more about the

to know without resorting to exposition?

craft, mastering a new skill, and helping other writers?

Writing radio drama: Can the pictures be better on the radio?

Why not try teaching the art of writing?

Screenwriting: How can you show and not tell?

We’ll run through everything a writing teaching course should involve,

SHORT COURSES

11:15 – 12:15 & 14:15 – 15:15

BLY1

with tips on how to teach all the essential elements.
We’ll also look at the importance of pace, variety and exercises, and

There are 21 Short Courses to choose from during the week. More

how to construct examples to entertain and entrance a group.

information is available from the INFORMATION ROOM or on the

The importance of structure, breaking the ice with a group, getting

website. Each course comprises of two hour-long sessions.

your timings right, naming and pitching your courses, ending on a

SUNDAY

high, and the secrets to success in teaching will also feature.

WRITING FOR RADIO

MCH

PROMOTING YOUR WORK

BLY2

Tutor: Paul Dodgson

Tutor: Val Penny

This is an exciting time for audio drama. Despite all the distractions of

So, you've written your novel/short story/poem/play! - It's great! But

the digital age, the afternoon play on Radio 4 still gets nearly a million

who knows? Who cares? How do you get it noticed amongst the

listeners every day. With almost three hundred original dramas made for

plethora of pieces vying for attention every week? How do you make

that slot alone, BBC radio is arguably the most important commissioner

it a bestseller? Come along and find out from Val Penny how to get

of new drama in the UK. Come behind the scenes in the studio to

your work noticed so that it stands out from the crowd.

discover what happens when the red light comes on and be taken

ACTING FOR WRITERS PART I

through the process from idea to transmission. We will find out who is

Tutor: Jonathan Higgs

writing these plays, and if the old cliché is true; are pictures better on
the radio? It can be frustrating though, trying to get a play accepted by
the BBC. The good news is, nowadays, BBC radio is no longer the only
game in town. In the era of the podcast, we might just be entering a
new golden age of audio storytelling, that does for this medium what
self-publishing has done for book writing.

DS

Writers and actors share the challenge of creating convincing characters,
sometimes coming at the problem in differing and potentially refreshing
ways. This course will explore how actors approach scripts, experiment
with taking an actor’s-eye view whilst writing, and try out one or two
acting techniques as characterisation aids.
The course is not restricted to the theatrically-inclined but ought to be
of use to prose writers, too. It should be of most interest to:

32
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Writers of any sort of narrative, interested in exploring characterisation

however, that description can and should mean something else: how to

and purposeful narrative action.

fulfil your creative dreams and make precisely the contribution that you

Writers of play scripts or screenplays in particular (especially writers

want to make according to your own talents, needs and ideals.

without a background in acting) and anyone with an interest in acting.

Internationally bestselling crime writer Sophie Hannah has created this

No acting experience is required and participants will not be forced to

workshop in order to share with writers at every stage of their writing

act – though opportunities to do so are more or less inevitable.

journeys everything she wishes she had known when she started out on

WRITING PICTURE BOOKS

TR

hers. She will teach you how to become an author whose dreams come

Tutor: Lynne Hallett

true, in a workshop that covers the creative, business, psychological and

Do you have a picture book story inside you? Want to get it down on

emotional aspects of surviving and thriving as a writer in today's world.

paper? Then this is the course for you.

CRIME FICTION

Session One: Here we will share with each other the children's books we

Tutor: Amit Dhand

enjoyed when we were younger and move on to focusing on the 'recipe'

Join best-selling author of the Harry Virdee novels, AA Dhand on this

for what makes a decent picture book story, including an exploration of

short course exploring crime-fiction.

characters, setting, structure, incorporating tension and conflict, getting

Session one: How to ensure the pace of your novel keeps readers

ideas, including morals or messages, appropriate diction and things to

turning the page. What are the key skills and secrets to ramping up the

avoid.

tension of your novel. How do we layer the plot to consistently keep

Session Two: Have a go at writing either an overview of your story and

the drama fast-paced?

what you might include or start the story itself. There will be

Session two: Emotional balance and merging the heartbeat of a novel

opportunities to share your work and receive feedback. Extra advice

with the crime-strand. Whereas crimes can be formulaic and generic,

regarding layout, submitting work to publishers or agents, promoting

what can truly define your novel and make it stand out from an over-

your work and books to consult will be included as well as a Q&A

saturated market is the emotional pull of the story. What or who is at

session.

risk? Why do we care? This session will highlight how to take the

DS

elements covered in session one and fuse them with an emotional arc,

MONDAY

thus creating a truly memorable crime-novel.

DREAM AUTHOR

MCH

Tutor: Sophie Hannah
When publishers talk about finding a 'dream author', they mean an
author who is a dream to work with. From a writer's point of view,
34

WRITING FOR WELLBEING

BLY1

Tutor: Leonie Martin
Wellbeing is rarely out of the headlines these days. This course is
designed for writers interested in accessing funding to deliver
35

therapeutic writing workshops in a variety of settings and make a

WRITING WITH GENDER AWARENESS

positive difference in their community. This course will include an

Tutor: Pauline Mason

optional therapeutic writing activity, as well as examples of the

This course will introduce the basic theory of gender being across a

challenges and rewards experienced at recent community workshops.

spectrum rather than fixed according to physical sex. In writing this can

Session One: How does a ‘writing for wellbeing’ group differ to

be demonstrated through character traits and dialogue.

traditional ‘creative writing’ groups? Planning your project – Aims;

In the first session there will be a brief description of gender theory,

Objectives; Outputs; Outcomes; finding a host community group;

followed by examples of the authentic depiction of gender in characters.

applying for funding; DBS checks, insurance and other tips.

The Four R’s of writing characters of the opposite gender: Research,

Session Two: Delivering your project – structuring sessions; suggested

Recollection, Reading and Review will be explained. Women writing with

themes; group rules; managing emotional triggers; how to involve

male pseudonyms, men writing as women, women writing as men in the

reluctant writers; focus on sharing and encouragement; visual and

first person and the reverse will be discussed. Participants will be asked

sensory prompts; celebrating the work created; evaluating your project;

to write a paragraph from a gender viewpoint, some pieces will be read

beyond the project…

out and we will hear comments on the process.

FAIRYTALES, MYTH & LEGEND

BLY2

Tutor: Elizabeth Hopkinson
Told and retold for centuries, fairy tales, myth and legend form the basis
for all storytelling. Writers of novels, short stories, plays and films have
drawn on their familiar motifs to create something timeless yet fresh. In
this course, we will create our own stories inspired by fairy tales, myth
and legend. We will look at the idea of the Hero's Journey, and in
particular, the idea of crossing into an Otherworld that contrasts with
home, and reflects our deepest fears and longings.

TR

In the second session examples of dialogue portraying the gender of the
speaker, some with gender different from their biological sex will be
discussed, as well as points to consider when writing gender-specific
dialogue. The writing exercise will be a short dialogue, demonstrating
the genders of the speakers. Some pieces will be read followed by a
general discussion.
Benefits to attendees on this course are to create believable characters.
not stereotypes. Writers who understand this can create a multi-layered,
credible character without using outworn and outdated cultural norms.

We will then create and people our own Otherworld, and consider

WEDNESDAY

different perspectives we can use to tell a story. What if you try to tame

PUBLISHING DEMYSTIFIED

a wild creature? What if the wilderness invades? And how does it feel to

Tutor: Teika Bellamy

be the so-called Other?

For many writers, traditional publishing is baffling, its operating methods

Come prepared for a journey into the Unknown!

baroque and opaque. Yet understanding how the publishing industry

MCH

works can greatly increase a writer’s chances of getting published,
36
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enabling them to have a long and successful career. This course is

to write intimate scenes of various heat levels in mainstream fiction.

designed to demystify the world of traditional publishing so that today’s

We’ll examine how to ensure these blend seamlessly into your work

writer can make informed choices about which publishing route to

and aren’t ‘tacked on’ or cheesy. If you have WIP please bring it along

embark on, and how best to get a foot in the door of a publishing

to share - if you dare. We’ll also explore how far you think you can go…

house, be it a small indie press or one of the “Big Five”.

Session two will be looking at what Erotica is, and isn’t, examining the

Session one will cover the basics of the traditional publishing model,

taboos and tropes, consent, genres and erotic language. Again, some

what it is that publishers actually do, and the role that bestsellers play in

examples will be provided – and we’ll discuss what works for you, or

keeping the model sustainable. An analysis of a book’s RRP and how

what doesn’t.

that relates to an author’s earnings, alongside the ins and outs of

There will be a strong focus on writing for your audience and comfort

bookselling, will complete the picture of the current publishing scene.

zones. The many and various markets for erotic fiction will be examined.

In session two there will be practical exercises in which attendees can

There may well be an erotic exercise or two…written, of course! Both

assess the commerciality of their own writing and reflect on what it is

parts will finish with a Q and A session.

that they want from their writing career, with a consideration of the
many and varied publishing options open to them. Attendees will leave
with a tailored plan of how to go about getting the success they want.
WRITING SEX

BLY1

BLOGGING FOR AUTHORS

BLY2

Tutor: William Gallagher
You know you need a blog but you don’t know why anyone would care
that you had cereal for breakfast. In this workshop you’ll learn how to

Tutor: Fran Tracey

create a blog that promotes your work but does so in a way that’s

The writing sex course is a light hearted and interactive approach to

useful for your readers and enjoyable for you. Just as important, you’ll

overcoming the fear of writing intimate love and sex scenes for

learn how to keep that blog going and techniques for how to blog both

mainstream fiction as well as ‘how to’ write erotica. We will be exploring

quickly and from anywhere.

what works, and what doesn’t, and how you can write sensual material
that will ensure your novel will avoid being on one award shortlist –
‘The Bad Sex Award’!
Session one will cover sex and love scenes in mainstream fiction
Is it your first time? Afraid of stepping beyond the bedroom door in
your work? Or onto the kitchen table? Using examples – good and bad
– we’ll look at what works for you, and what doesn’t and exploring how

38

HOW TO WRITE HAIKU

TR

Tutor: David Bingham
Writing haiku in English is becoming increasingly popular and the haiku
writing community in the UK and internationally is steadily expanding,
while at the same time haiku is finding its place in mainstream English
poetry.

In this stimulating, activity-based workshop learners will:

Explore the Japanese origins of haiku and the characteristics of good
39

contemporary haiku written in English which include: neutral observation,

THURSDAY

writing ‘in the moment’ and the Japanese techniques of ‘kigo’, 'kireji’ and

SHORT STORY WRITING

‘kurami’.

Tutor: Ingrid Jendrzejewski

Have the opportunity to write contemporary haiku in English (outdoors

Short stories are a great joy – and a great challenge – to write. Whole

weather permitting) and then share and discuss the haiku they have

worlds must be introduced, developed and resolved within a few

written. Participants will also learn where to follow up the session by

thousand words at most. In this course, we’ll take a whirlwind tour of

sending haiku for publication in haiku journals, magazines and online

the short story, with a focus on understanding the unique challenges of

websites and how to become involved in local and national haiku

the form.

activities.

We’ll start by talking about what the short story is (and is not), and then

TIME – FRIEND or FOE?

DER

MCH

delve into the nuts and bolts of the craft including:

Tutor: Christine Williams

Developing character, setting and plot in a limited space

Are you a serious writer? Of course you are; we all are, but there’s a

Writing effective titles and openings

refrain from many – “How do I find time to write?” Most writers have, at

Establishing voice, style and tempo

some time or another, complained that they haven’t enough time for all

Building pace, expectancy and stakes

the things they need to do, much less write.

Writing endings that give (just the right amount of) closure

Yet we all have the same amount of time – 24 hours in each day. So

Layering in nuance, emotional impact and resonance

how do some apparently very busy people still knock out a novel and

We’ll also look at self-editing tips and tricks, and techniques for

lots of other work a year when others can barely manage a short story

resuscitating stories that aren’t (yet) working. Throughout the course, I’ll

competition once a month?

draw on my experience as an editor and competition judge to discuss

In this course we examine and discuss ourselves, our habits,

common problems that I regularly see in submission queues, and discuss

prevarications, doubts and fears and stuff that puts up barriers. We look

how to avoid them in your own writing.

at changing our habits and perceptions, learn how to apply simple

This course is suitable for both beginning and experienced short-story

techniques and so use our time effectively. There’ll be some amusing

writers, and those writing stories of any style, length or genre.

anecdotes to help things along, a couple of exercises to get you

ACTING FOR WRITERS – PART II

thinking and a simple tool kit to keep things going at home.

Tutor: Jonathan Higgs

DS

Part II of this extended Short Course. See Page 33.

40
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SETTING & SENSE of PLACE

BLY1

ideas, plot lines, characters, settings and even whole stories – if you

Tutor: Lizzie Enfield

know where to look! This is a fun, creative and interactive course

Nothing happens nowhere! Some novels take place in the most

designed to get your creative juices flowing (so to speak) so - bring

intricately imagined settings, others against a briefly drawn backdrop but

along a pen and a notebook and be prepared to be AMAZED!

all stories must be grounded with a sense of place. Without it, characters
float in a suspended reality, their actions take place without context. In
this course we will look at how to evoke a sense of place and create a
tangible environment in which stories can unfold.
CREATING NON FICTION BOOKS

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

DER

Tutor: Gillian Gustar
Whether you are just starting out in your writing life, or are immersed in
it, one thing remains true. The most important ‘tool’ or instrument you

BLY2

have in your kitbag as a writer is yourself. It is what you are able to do

Tutor: Dr Tarja Moles

- competently and consistently – that makes the difference between

Did you know that non-fiction genres offer more publishing

success or near success. Of course, it helps to know what success looks

opportunities for writers than fiction? That there’s less competition and a

like for you – and then to ‘keep your instrument sharp.’

greater chance of earning money from your writing? Having a non-

This short course is designed to show you how to use professional

fiction book published can also make you an expert/authority in your

development planning processes to create your writing future. In the

chosen subject. This course will teach you how to plan, write, edit and

first half we will use imaginative writing exercises to help you to clarify

get your non-fiction book published and will give you useful tools that

where you want to go. In the second part, we will work with a simple

will help you in the process of creating your book.

framework to map the capabilities you already have, and those you

Session one will cover an introduction to the different types of non-

might need to develop to support your aspirations.

fiction. Generating ideas. Market research and your book’s unique selling

HOUR SESSIONS & WORKSHOPS

point. Planning your book.

SUNDAY

Session two will look at strategies for writing your book quickly and

PAGE TO STAGE BRIEFING

easily. Editing and polishing. Getting your book published.
SONGSPIRATION

TR

Tutor: Maria Hennnings Hunt
Stuck for ideas? Need inspiration for your short story, novel or poem?
Need a setting? A plot line? A captivating character? Then look no
further than a humble song lyric… I present SONGSPIRATION! Hidden
inside the average three and a half minute pop song are brilliant story
4241

16:00-17:00
MCH

Led by: Jonathan Higgs
A preliminary briefing for the Tuesday Workshop. See page 55 for more.
WRITING FOR COMPETITIONS

BLY1

Tutor: Ingrid Jendrzejewski
This session is designed to help you move from the competition slush
pile into the shortlist - and beyond - no matter what your starting point.
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It will cover the dos and don'ts of contest submissions, strategies for

TUESDAY

both themed and non-themed contests, tips on how to find the right

THE FOUR Ps of STORYTELLING

competitions for your work, and practical advice that will help you plan,

Tutor: Steve Hartley

draft, edit and polish your contest entries.

Problem, Plot, People and Place - a back to basics refresher course that

MONDAY

16:00-17:00

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR WRITERS

BLY1

Tutor: Simon Hall

09:30–10:30
MCH

examines how the fundamental elements of a story work together to
create tension, and how an idea can be changed drastically by focusing
more on one element than the others.

Do you take photographs as you go about your writing? If not, you’re

SOCIAL MEDIA for WRITERS

missing out on a great opportunity. Photos are important for social

Tutor: Jennifer Wilson

media posts, blogs, news articles, your website, and all your promotional

There’s no avoiding social media these days, so make it a friend, not a

work. They’re also a living record of everywhere you’ve been, the

foe, and potentially your greatest source of readers or writing buddies

people you’ve met, and the things you have done. You will also have

(second to Swanwick for the latter, of course). In this hour-long session,

the opportunity to see your photos published, as Swanwick’s own

we’ll have a whistle-stop tour of tips to stay on top of your timeline,

newspaper, the Standard, returns for another year, but this time in

and avoid feeding the trolls. There’ll also be the chance for discussion,

photojournalism form!

and feedback on personal plans.

GETTING YOUR READERS IN A TWIST

BLY2

BLY1

SELF PUBLISHING

BLY2

Tutor: Colin Ward

Tutor: Gerald Hornsby & Anita Belli

Do you want your readers to gasp as they exclaim: “Well, I didn’t see

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it’s your book flying high out there in

that coming”? Perhaps you want them to be blindsided by an

print and e-book! We will outline what self-publishing is, and what it

unexpected emotional sledgehammer.

isn’t, and highlight the advantages over traditional publishing. We will

Capturing that ultimate twist is not for the faint-hearted, especially not

show you what makes a professional book, and we’ll show you a simple,

in world where our readers are getting smarter to our tricks and

3-step system to move from rough draft to published book. We will

conventions. The simple “who-dunnit” reveal in a long, drawn-out

also outline the various ‘outlets’ for self-published work.

denouement is not always what readers want. Sometimes the twists

INSPIRED WRITING

leading up to the finale are just as important.

Tutor: Daniella Norris

In an exploration on misdirection, red-herrings, and double-twists, this

Inspired Writing is writing which draws on inspiration from what is

workshop aims to whet your appetite even more to delve into this

greater than ourselves to create a story that speaks about everyday

exciting skill in writing.

events in an uplifting, sometimes life-changing way. A life-long fan of
44

TR

45

authors such as Paulo Coelho, Benjamin Hoff, and Robert Pirsig, Daniela

THE NATURAL STORYTELLER

believes that inspiration is all around us - we just need to learn how to

Tutor: Bridget Holding

connect to it, for our writing to flow.

As human beings we are naturally great storytellers. Telling stories is

WRITING FILLERS

DER

BLY2

not a luxury for human beings, it is vital to our survival. In fact, human

Tutor: Maggie Cobbett

beings have more trouble not telling stories, than telling stories. So

Many publications invite - and, more crucially, reward - contributions

why is it, when we sit down to use this natural ability consciously, we

from readers. Written in 200 words at the most and usually far fewer,

sometimes struggle, find it hard work, or feel blocked? Referencing

your observations, reminiscences, anecdotes, queries, tips, cuttings and

work of Jonathan Gottschall and American Psychotherapist Peter Levine

photographs can result in a very useful extra income stream.

this talk explains that writing can be far less effortful than we think it

TUESDAY

11:15-12:15

ALCS
Tutors: Colette Scourse and De'Anne Jean-Jacques

MCH

The Authors’ Licensing and Collecting Society (ALCS) is a not-for-profit
organisation started by writers for the benefit of all types of writers.
This session will cover: The history of ALCS and what we do. Secondary
royalties. Where the money comes from. Why you should join ALCS
and how to join.
INDEPENDENT PUBLISHING

BLY1

Tutor: Kate McCormick
Many writers are turning to independent publishing (or self-publishing)
as an alternative to the traditional route. The aim of this workshop is to
remove confusion and present a clear route towards the desired result. It
will be presented from the point of view of business decision-making,
rather than as a technical how-to session, and will cover: options for
ebooks, options for physical books, including POD versus short run
presses; audio books; ISBNs; VAT implications for direct digital sales.

46

can be, if we can just learn to stop sabotaging the natural storyteller.
CREATING an AUDIO BOOK

TR

Tutor: Toni Bunnell
Sales of audio books are on the increase and are a realistic way of
increasing revenue obtained from your writing. The session will focus
on how to create an audio book. It will deal with the process involved
in recording and uploading the recorded book to ACX Audible, and
subsequently to iTunes and Amazon. At the end of the course you will
be in a position to head for a recording studio, record your work,
upload it to ACX Audible and promote it online.
NaNoWriMo

DER

Tutors: Vikki Thompson & Gerald Hornsby
Each year, tens of thousands of aspiring and experienced authors across
the globe sign up for National Novel Writing Month, or NaNoWriMo.
The challenge is to write 50,000 words of a novel during the 30 days of
November. But what is it? Why would anyone want to do it, and what
would you hope to gain from it? Is fast writing bad writing? We will
discuss why you should do it, and also why you shouldn’t do it!
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WEDNESDAY

16:00-17:00

PRIZE WINNING READINGS

MCH

EVENING GUEST SPEAKERS
Please be seated in the MAIN CONFERENCE HALL by 20:00. The Vice Chairman will

Led by: Ingrid Jendrzejewski

make any announcements before the speaker. Once the speaker has started, you

Every year, in association with Writing Magazine, we award three free

will not be allowed into the hall. The last 10-15 minutes are normally reserved for

places at the Swanwick Writers' Summer School to the winners of our

questions. Please remain seated until the speaker has left the hall. Some speakers

short story, poetry and children's writing competitions. If you entered

will go directly from the hall to the BOOK/INFORMATION ROOM for book signing.

PLEASE SWITCH OFF YOUR MOBILE PHONE!

this year, or are thinking of doing so next year, join Ingrid as she hosts
the prize-winning readings, read by the authors themselves.
YOGA FOR WRITERS

SATURDAY
BLY1

As a BBC radio producer PAUL DODGSON broadcast live from the

Tutor: Maria Hennings Hunt

Rockefeller Centre in New York, stopped traffic with Blur front man

Every writer knows that the creative process can take its toll on the

Damon Albarn and tried to persuade Boris Johnson that comedy would

body. Stiff necks, rounded shoulders, headaches, lower back ache and

be a better line of work than politics. When things got a bit samey a

even wrist ache can all be caused by spending long hours hunched over

new challenge arrived with an offer to write for Eastenders, so he

a keyboard or gripping a pen. But it’s not just the body that can suffer

handed in his notice and turned freelance. Since then he has written

in this scenario – so can the creative mind. How can your thoughts flow

soaps, TV drama documentaries, radio plays, musicals and theatre plays

freely when your lungs are all scrunched up or your back aches so much

as well as commentaries for BBC Wildlife shows and creative writing

that’s all you can think about? In this Yoga for Writers Workshop we will

teaching assignments around the world. Now, he has a new record and

explore how just a few simple postures and stretching exercises can help

a memoir, On The Road Not Taken, published by Unbound.

loosen up your body AND your mind, enabling the breath to flow and

Paul’s talk will be a congenial odyssey though the labyrinthine ways of

the mind to reconnect with the creative process.

the freelance portfolio: mistakes made and lessons learned… all leading
to the road not taken. And there might be some music too.

SUNDAY
HOPE ADAMS is the pseudonym of a much-published children's book
writer who has also published many novels for adults under her own
name. This evening, Hope will be talking about her new book (title still
to be confirmed) for which she has just agreed a new deal with Michael
Joseph, who will publish in 2020. The novel is a historical murder
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mystery set in 1841.

WEDNESDAY

Hope will talk about the challenges this latest novel presented, what

When watching an illusion, you don't want to blink; you want to observe

she's learned in her many years as a writer of different kinds of books,

each and every move, gesture and action of the performer - so you

and why she decided the time was right to 'debut' with a new writing

don't miss the trick! Wouldn't it be brilliant if we could bring that level

identity.

of audience engagement, that focus of attention and that passion for

MONDAY

knowledge, from the theatre to a book? Imagine readers engaging as
enthusiastically with written material, as they do with illusions.

IN CONVERSATION WITH...
By popular demand the Swanwick Chat Show is back!

This year with

writing insights veering from the gritty darkness of inner-city crime with
AMIT DHAND, to the depths and dangers of human psychology
with SOPHIE HANNAH, to the passion and pain of poetry with ALISON
CHISHOLM, not to mention much more besides.
Hosted by journalist and author Simon Hall.

DR ANTONIA SYMEONIDOU shows us how the art of magic has been
innovating in engineering, behavioural psychology and communication,
and shows us how writers can cast spells between the lines and craft
magical realities for readers.

EVENING ENTERTAINMENT

21:30–22:30

PROSE, POETRY & BUSKERS Due to the popularity of these open mic

TUESDAY

nights, would be performers/participants are asked to sign up for a slot.

JOHN TOWNSEND has been a fulltime children’s writer for many years,

If you would like to read, sing or play, please visit the INFORMATION

making hundreds of author visits to schools around the country. Despite

ROOM as soon as you can and pop your details into the box. Names

the privilege of regularly meeting young readers, it is now time to reveal
secrets and tell tales out of school.
Having written about 300 titles for children of all ages - some only small
(books as well as children), John’s novels, wacky non-fiction, plays and
comic verse are often aimed at reluctant readers. He also writes for
grown-ups via oral history projects, theatre and talking newspaper
programmes. Several of his books are translated into an array of
languages, including American! The Writer’s Curse will be familiar to
most writers and may well offer all a sinister warning (cue scary music).
Yes, all writers beware…

will be drawn at random and posted on the NOTICE BOARD.

SATURDAY
ICE BREAKER

MCH

Jonah-Man Jazz, by Michael Hurd, is a fun rhyming re-telling of the story
Jonah and the Whale. The focus will be on choral speaking and having
fun with words, beats and rhythms. Hosted by Julia Pattison.
BIRDS OF A FEATHER

ML

A relaxed and informal opportunity to meet other writers and would-be
writers who share your genre interests. Bring a drink & join us. Hosted
by Cathy Grimmer and Lance Greenfield Mitchell.
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to get your special discount. The disco is held in THE VINERY – next to

SUNDAY
LITERARY QUIZ

BLY1

the bar and runs from 22:00 – 00:00

Spoiler alert – this is not a highbrow quiz! Questions could be on Enid

PROSE OPEN MIC

Blyton or Emily Bronte, on Contemporary or Classic, Humour or Horror,

Calling all those who consider their work to fall somewhere between

with the emphasis being firmly on having an enjoyable evening. Teams

Poetry and Song. Our popular Prose Open Night offers a brilliant

(of four to six people) can be made up on the night so come along as

opportunity to share your work with others. If you would like to read

it’s a great way to meet people. There will be prizes for the best team.

(up to 300 word/five minutes max), please visit the Information Room

Everyone welcome!

and pop your details in the box. If you just like to listen and watch –

Quiz Master: Phil Collins.

MCH

grab yourself a drink from the bar, find a comfortable seat and enjoy
POETRY OPEN MIC

MCH

this relaxed and informal session. Led by Jennifer Wilson.

Calling all poets! Our ‘open mic’ session is a fantastic opportunity to
share your work with other poets or, if you’re not a poet, this is an ideal

TUESDAY

opportunity to be entertained. Bring a drink, find a seat and enjoy this

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ

relaxed and informal read-around. If you would like to read (up to 300

Come and test your General Knowledge! Nothing too taxing – no

word/five minutes max), please visit the Information Room and pop your

dimmed lights, black armchairs or starters for ten – just an entertaining

details in the box. Led by Les Baynton.

and wide-ranging quiz. We are looking for teams of four – six who will

BLY1

be put to the challenge in this fun and easy (well, relatively!) quiz night.

MONDAY

There will be prizes for the best team. Bring a drink and come and join

THEMED FANCY DRESS EVENING & DISCO

VIN

We always hold a themed Fancy Dress Evening during the week and this
year the theme is FLOWER POWER. We encourage everyone to get into
the spirit – from full on dressing up to perhaps just a flower in your hair
– but this is not compulsory. There is a brilliant FANCY DRESS SHOP
called Jolly Jesters located in the local village. We have negotiated
special rates for delegates. Book and pre-pay for your costume, they
will deliver it Monday morning during coffee and collect your costume
Tuesday at the same time. You can contact Jolly Jesters on: 01773 609
616 or see their website: www.jollyjesters.co.uk. Please quote ‘WRITING’
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in. Everyone welcome! Quiz Master: Sharon Payne.
BUSKERS’ NIGHT

MCH

Our Buskers’ Night is one of our most popular evening events. Sign up
to take part and if your name is picked you will be invited to perform
one song – possibly two – depending on time and popularity. A PA is
provided if you need one and we have a few talented ‘resident’
guitar/instrument players who would be happy to accompany you if you
so wish. If you’re not a performer, but like to watch – then bring a
drink, find a seat and come along and enjoy the show. Newcomers are
most welcome! See page 51. Led by Mark Iveson.
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WEDNESDAY

PAGE TO STAGE

PAGE TO STAGE PERFORMANCES

MCH

Calling all budding actors/actresses and directors! You are invited to

The Page to Stage plays that were cast on Tuesday are performed after

take part in our hugely popular and fun PAGE TO STAGE Scriptwriting

the evening speaker. (You will have time to get yourself a drink from

Workshop. There is a briefing on Sunday afternoon at 16:00 after tea in

the bar first!) PAGE TO STAGE is a very popular and enjoyable evening,

the MAIN CONFERENCE HALL, prior to the main sessions on Tuesday

so please come along and support these very special performances. At

from 14:15. Everyone is welcome and you do not need any previous

the end of the evening, you will be invited to vote for your favourites:

acting or directing experience. Seven pre-submitted plays are cast and

BEST ACTOR, BEST ACTRESS and BEST WRITER/PLAY. The Awards are

rehearsed during Tuesday afternoon and are then performed on

given out at the FAREWELL on Thursday evening.

Wednesday evening as part of the evening entertainments’ programme.

Co-ordinators: Jonathan Higgs and Cathy Grimmer.

There are prizes and certificates for BEST ACTOR, BEST ACTRESS and
BEST PLAY/WRITER – awarded at the Farewell evening.

THURSDAY

Co-ordinated by Jonathan Higgs &. Cathy Grimmer.

DREGS PARTY

18:00 – 19:00

On Thursday evening we traditionally hold a DREGS PARTY on the lawn

JUST WRITE

in front of the main house (weather permitting!). If it’s raining, we hold

TUESDAY

it the MAIN LOUNGE / VINERY. Everyone is invited. Please bring any

An ideal opportunity to just write! Concentrate on an existing piece of

leftover alcohol (& snacks) that you have and would like to share. You

work or create something new – in a distraction free environment. Join

are also invited to ‘dress-up’ for this event if you would like to.

your hosts, Sophie Flynn & Janelle Hardacre in the BUXTON LOUNGE.

Posh frocks & clean socks!

OTHER DAY EVENTS

SWANWICK AWARDS & FAREWELL

MCH

09:30 – 17:00

SUNDAY

15:30-15:45

Please come along and join us after dinner for our last evening. We will

SWANWICK FACEBOOK GROUP & TWITTER RECEPTION

be presenting all the winners with their Awards, which includes all prizes

All members of the Summer School Facebook group and all Twitter

won during the week as well as the popular Page to Stage ‘Oscars’ – The

followers are invited to an informal gathering during SUNDAY afternoon

Swannies. We also draw the RAFFLE for a FREE place next year, plus gift

tea. Come and say hello to your fellow Facebookers and Tweeters.

vouchers for the runners up. A fitting end to what we are sure has been

TUESDAY

a fantastic week. ☺

AFTERNOON TEA DANCE

ML

16:00-17:00
VIN

A return to gentler times to enjoy good music, good conversation and
some dancing – with tuition. Hosted by Alexandra Mc Dermott.
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MIND BODY & SOUL

GIVE SOMETHING BACK TO SWANWICK

MEDITATION BY THE LAKE - Led by Katherine Bolton.

Full details are on the SUPPORT US page on the website.

Swanwick is famous for its beautiful, tranquil surroundings. The lake is

VOLUNTEER COURSE LEADERS

particularly lovely, especially first thing in the morning. Why not come

Do you have the skills to lead a course or workshop? We pay for two

and join us at 08:00 every morning for this short meditation session

and four-part courses. See the PITCH A COURSE page on the website.

designed to focus and align your thoughts for the day? If it’s raining –

STAND FOR COMMITTEE - We need committee members with many

these sessions will be in the DERWENT ROOM.

different skills and experiences to make Swanwick dynamic and

LIFT UP YOUR HEARTS - Co-ordinator: Maria Dorman.

successful. More information is available from the conference office.

Every morning at 08:00 (except Sunday) you can share 15 minutes of

SWANWICK WEEK AMBASSADORS & VOLUNTEERS - Every year we

relaxed, non-denominational reflection that takes place in the CHAPEL.

need a wide range of willing helpers. From room assistants, raffle ticket

Each day is different - anything from traditional hymns and readings to

sellers and course leaders to lift up your hearts/minds facilitators etc.

sharing a particular poem, prayer or piece of music. Everyone welcome.

DONATE

The Chapel also remains open during the day for private prayer.

FRIENDS OF SWANWICK - Support the funding for our TopWrite

LIFT UP YOUR PENS - Co-ordinator: Richard Hewitt.

scheme for younger writers and the Assisted Places scheme by

LUYP consists of five pre-breakfast sessions and it’s aimed at anyone

becoming a Friend of Swanwick – helping fund these projects.

who enjoys – or even relishes – early morning writing. The 08:00

Friends of Swanwick also get priority booking.

sessions will be in the general areas of creative expression, writing

LEGACIES - By leaving us a gift in your will or making a donation in

development, personal empowerment, sheer inspiration and fun!

memory of a loved Swanwick friend you can support us too.

Come and join us in the TISSINGTON ROOM.

PUBLICISE SWANWICK

UNWIND YOUR MIND - Led by Zana Lamont.

FACEBOOK & TWITTER - Following us on Social Media and sharing

Is your head buzzing after all the courses and workshops? Listen to

information helps us reach a wider audience.

some beautiful music, perhaps do some gentle movement or stretching

FLYERS - Download and print from the website and take them to your

and replenish body, mind and soul. Visit that deep place of peace and

writing group or local library.

tranquillity where the seeds of creativity lie. You will leave relaxed,

WORD OF MOUTH - Don’t forget to tell other writers how good

refreshed, energised and maybe even inspired. Sessions are held Sunday,

Swanwick is. A recommendation from a happy customer is the best form

Monday & Wednesday at 17:15 in the CHAPEL.

of advertising there is!
If you would like to volunteer, please let us know. Speak to any of our
current volunteers or committee members.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The 71st Writers’ Summer School

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
THURSDAY 15th AUGUST 2019 AT 16.00

Agenda
1.

Chairman’s introduction

2.

Minutes of the 2018 Annual General Meeting

3.

Matters arising (not arising elsewhere)

4.

Election of Officers and Committee

5.

Secretary’s report

6.

Adoption of Secretary’s report

7.

Treasurer’s report

8.

Adoption of Treasurer’s report

9.

The 72nd Writers’ Summer School

10.

Any other business

Any delegate may stand for committee if they have attended the Writers’ Summer
School on at least three occasions within the preceding seven years (including the

2019 COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN – Phil Collins
Phil first came to Swanwick in 2006 having started writing a novel and
getting into all sorts of difficulty. With a background in engineering and
technical writing the move to fiction proved more challenging than he
thought! But Swanwick provided new opportunities to develop other
writing directions. He’s been a regular contributor to Page to Stage and
the final night’s entertainment over the past four years. Swanwick also
provided the inspiration to take up guitar enabling him to join in with
Buskers’ Night as well as write song lyrics for the pantos he’s been
involved with. He joined the committee in 2015 and is privileged to
lead Swanwick into its seventy-first year.
VICE CHAIRMAN - Maria Hennings Hunt
Maria is both a successful published writer and a fully qualified dance
and yoga teacher. She worked in publishing for over 20 years, spending
13 years with Travel Trade Gazette, the leading UK based travel trade
weekly newspaper before moving onto the The Daily Express. Maria

School at which they have been nominated and the immediately preceding School),

went freelance in 1999, writing holiday brochures, copy for the travel

Nominations must:

industry and short stories for the women’s press - whilst qualifying as a

- be signed by the Nominee

dance teacher. She now runs her own SE London based dance school

- include the signatures of a Proposer and Seconder

called Dance Generation, teaching dance and yoga and still writes short

- be submitted using the ballot box in the Information Room before 14:00 on

stories in her spare time. Maria first came to Swanwick in 1992.

Tuesday 13th August.
In addition, Committee Members act as Trustees of the School and are required to

SECRETARY - Ingrid Jendrzejewski

meet the eligibility criteria set out by the Charity Commission.

Ingrid Jendrzejewski grew up in Vincennes, Indiana, studied creative

The 2018 A.G.M. Minutes, a copy of the School’s Constitution, the balance sheet for

writing at the University of Evansville, then physics at the University of

the year ending 30th September 2018 and the details of the Charity Commission’s

Cambridge. She started submitting work for publication in 2014 and has

eligibility criteria will be posted in the Information Room.

since found homes for around 100 of her pieces, been nominated for a
Pushcart Prize, Vestal Review’s VERA Award, and twice for Best Small
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Fictions, and won her first trip to Swanwick through Writing Magazine's

found in speculative fiction, he’s been back each year since. He can

short story competition. In 2017, she gave her first Swanwick workshop

usually be found moving at speed between conference rooms, clutching

on writing for competitions. Ingrid currently lives in Cambridge where

cables and frowning.

she writes, freelances, and occasionally runs writing workshops.

On the rare and special occasions on which Jonathan completes his jobs

TREASURER – Lesley Deschner

list sufficiently fully to reach ‘Writing!’ (triple circled and underlined) he

Lesley has been a keen writer for many years and is part of the

tends to generate either play scripts or the next syllable or two of a

group, LiterEight (eight wonderful and mature women from Ayrshire)

novel draft which, at this point, may be slightly older than he is. He also

with whom she has produced three anthologies of poems and short

enjoys acting and directing, when he gets the chance. In what we

stories. She has written several short plays, sometimes working in

commonly agree to be the real world, Jonathan is a teacher.

tandem with Helena Sheridan, another member

This is Jonathan’s third year co-ordinating TopWrite and he hopes to see

of LiterEight and has acted with two local theatre companies showcasing

many more aspiring writers leap at the opportunity this year.

new plays. Lesley is a previous Secretary of the Summer School

Simon Hall

(2013/2014) and in 2017, gained a Postgraduate Diploma in Person-

Simon is an author, creative writing and journalism tutor, and former

Centred Counselling at the University of Strathclyde.

BBC Television News Correspondent. His books - the tvdetective series are about a television reporter who covers crimes and gets so involved

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

in the cases he helps the police to solve them. Seven have been

Cathy Grimmer
Cathy writes to escape the excitement of being a specialist tax
consultant in her day job. She lives in Ripon in North Yorkshire, having
started life much further South. She enjoys walking in the beautiful
Yorkshire countryside, performing with a local AmDram group and
cooking. Having started out writing short stories and humorous poetry,
she has developed a taste for play-writing after taking part in

published.

Simon has also contributed short stories to a range of

magazines, written plays, and even a pantomime.

He teaches writing

and journalism at the University of Cambridge, for Writing Schools, in
libraries, on cruise ships and overseas. He also regularly contributes
articles to publications such as Writing Magazine and Writers’ Forum.
Simon is committed to widening participation in higher education, and
gives talks in schools encouraging aspiration amongst young people,

Swanwick’s Page To Stage. Cathy has been coming to Swanwick since
2008.
Jonathan Higgs

charity.

Jonathan first visited Swanwick in 2013, having heard about it during a

Amongst his proudest achievements, Simon includes the number of

fantasy writing weekend. Finding that the Writers’ Summer School is at

young people he has helped into university and careers in broadcasting,

least as surreal and compelling an alternative world as most of those

and aspiring writers into publication.
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working with Cambridge University and the Speakers for Schools
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Lance Greenfield Mitchell
Lance was born in the St Pancras borough of London in December,
1955. His father is from Yorkshire and his mother is from Scotland. He
has spent most of his life trying to work out if he's a Londoner, a
Yorkshireman or a Scotsman. He's come to the conclusion that he's half
Yorkshire and half Scots. The place of your birth doesn’t really count.
He is married to Joy and currently lives in North West Hampshire. His
home city is probably Perth, although it could be Sheffield.
Lance loves to travel. He has visited about 80 countries in his life and
loves to immerse himself in different cultures, languages and cuisines.
The greatest passion in his life is the way that people treat people.
Witnessing a great act of kindness brings as many tears to his eyes as
witnessing horrible cruelty. Hence his personal motto: One World, one
people – Care for them all.
COMMITTEE ASSISTANTS
John & Zana Lamont

Host & Hostess to the Speakers

John and Zana Lamont have been coming to Swanwick as happy
attendees for a long time. Over the years John has been a committee
member, workshop leader, course leader and a main speaker. Zana has
led workshops, courses and many relaxation sessions, helping Swanickers
keep their excitement in check. This year sees John running a Specialist
Course and Zana, her popular Unwind Your Mind sessions, as well as
looking after our evening speakers.

AUGUST 8th – 14th 2020
Priority bookings open on 1st January 2020
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INSIDE BACK COVER

